Use of genetic search algorithms for detection of subsurface biological activity zones (BAZ) is investigated through a series of hypothetical numerical biostimulation experiments. Continuous injection of dissolved oxygen (DO) and methane with periodically varying concentration stimulate the cometabolism of indigenous methanotropic bacteria. The observed breakthroughs of methane are used to deduce possible BAZ in the subsurface. The numerical experiments are implemented in a parallel computing environment to enable the large number of simultaneous transport simulations required by the algorithm. Our results show that genetic algorithms are very efficient in locating multiple activity zones provided the observed signals adequately sample the BAZ.
BACKGROUND
For in situ bioremediation applications, knowledge regarding the location of actively degrading microbes is a critical factor for evaluating feasibility, evaluating remediation efficacy, and estimating chemical fate and transport (Litchfield et al. 1988; Federle et al. 1990 ). All aquifers and soils contain microbes; however, most microbes are present numbers so low that they may not be sufficient to affect a successful remediation. In order to increase microbial populations, biostimulants may be injected into the subsurface. Biostimulants are added to enhance the growth of bacteria that are active in degrading contaminants. In this study we propose a method for determining possible biologically active zones (BAZ) using reactive tracers (e.g., biostimulants and growth factors).
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Subsurface parameter identification problems have been a key research focus in recent years due to its difficulty under complex conditions and importance in the decision making process for environmental cleanup and monitoring (e.g. James et al. 1997; Jin et al. 1995) . Subsurface zone identification problems (e.g., locating BAZ, Dense Non Aqueous Phase Liquids (DNAPL), or contaminant sources) are a class of parameter identification problems where zones of distinct properties from surrounding locations are sought from tracer signals that are either emitted or perturbed by these zones. Given the complexity of the natural subsurface environment and the uncertainties therein, it is almost impossible and impractical to exactly pinpoint these zones by any of the available methods to date. In most cases, only approximate locations can be elucidated with a given degree of confidence or uncertainty. It is also impractical and costly to field sample every possible location in the subsurface to identify the zones. Numerical inversion or search techniques may be valuable tools that could efficiently use the available field measurements to elucidate zone locations. A good numerical inversion or optimization methodology should have the following properties: (1) constructively use all or most of the information that is available about a site to minimize uncertainty in the results, (2) result in decreased uncertainty as available information increases, (3) provide reasonable results even with a minimal amount of information, and (4) be computationally feasible.
The commonly used subsurface parameter identification methods fall under two broad categories: stochastic and deterministic. Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages. Stochastic methods assume that the heterogeneity of the parameter obeys an underlying random stochastic distribution for which analytical results are available (McLaughlin and Townley 1996) . They also can be computationally intensive if the number of estimation points is large. Forward solutions of the covariance matrix are required for each estimation point. Temporal moments may be used to reduce the computational burden by eliminate time stepping (James et al. 1997) . On the other hand, the use of temporal moments may result in some loss of information, especially for properties that are dependent on time (e.g., kinetic reactions). The deterministic methods are based on minimizing the difference between the observed and computed breakthrough curves at the observation points by adjusting the zone locations (i.e., curve fitting) using a method such as nonlinear least squares regression (Jin et al. 1995) . Genetic algorithms (GA) used in this paper fall under the deterministic category. In groundwater literature GA has been predominantly used for applications such as optimal placement and/or rates of pumping or monitoring wells (Ritzel et al. 1994; Cieniawski et al. 1995; Huang and Mayer 1997) or groundwater management problems (McKinny and Lin 1994; Wang and Zheng 1998) . However, we are not aware of any published work on application of GA to 3D subsurface zone identification problems. In these types of problems methods such as GA are generally perceived to be computationally demanding because of the very large search spaces that are required. A massively parallel computing environment may be used to alleviate this difficulty. Our primary objectives in this study are to evaluate the feasibility of GA for multiple subsurface zone identification problems (such as BAZ detection) and to identify strategies or conditions which might improve GA performance for these types of problems. This study is based on hypothetical scenarios, but extension to real field situations is discussed and could be the basis for future work.
INTRODUCTION TO GENETIC ALGORITHMS
Genetic algorithms are search procedures based on the mechanics of natural selection and reduction. The GA was developed by John H. Holland and students in the 1960s to allow computers to evolve solutions to difficult problems, such as function optimization and artificial intelligence. The basic operation of GA is conceptually simple: (1) maintain a population of solutions to a problem (find safety in numbers!) and (2) select the better solutions for recombination with each other and use their offsprings to replace poorer solutions (survival of the fittest!). The combination of selection pressure and innovation (through crossover and mutation) generally leads to improved solutions, often the best found to date by any method (Goldberg 1989) .
One of the drawbacks of GA is that it can be computationally demanding if the objective function evaluation (to be described later) is expensive. For example, in the simulations performed here, the objective function is the error between the observed output signals (or breakthrough curve) and the computed output signals. In order to compute the output signals for each case (or each individual in a GA generation), a forward transport simulation needs to be performed. Each GA generation can consist of a population of hundreds of individuals indicating hundreds of forward transport simulations for each generation. Fortunately, today's massively parallel computers can be used to our advantage in these situations. In a massively parallel computing environment the objective function computations for an entire population of individuals (or each generation) can be performed concurrently because each individual is independent of the others.
SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
All the scenarios examined are hypothetical cases. Methane and DO are added to the subsurface to enhance the cometabolic activity of indigenous methanotropic bacteria. The methane and DO signals are perturbed by BAZ. The reference output signals for each scenario (which we will call "observed signals") are precomputed with a forward transport simulation using the known BAZ locations. Supplying only these observed signals and measuring the ability of the GA to identify the BAZ locations tests the algorithm.
Objective Function evaluation
In many GA applications involving parameter estimation, the minimized objective function is based on some least-square criterion (e.g. Mulligan and Brown 1998) . In this application, the objective function to be minimized is the root square error (RSE) between the observed and GA computed methane output signals. The DO output signals were not included in the objective function evaluation because tests indicated the DO output provided no additional controls. Both DO and methane signals are correlated and do not behave differently with changes in BAZ. Also, the sampling and injection locations are the same for both signals.
are the observed and computed methane concentrations at the i th time step and at the j th observation point. An average root mean square error (RMSE) instead of RSE in this case would have involved dividing the right hand side of equation (1) by the constant number of time steps n and would not make any qualitative difference in the analysis. It is important to note that the RSE for each of the m signals is evaluated individually before summing and averaging to give the cumulative average RSE. In this fashion, multiple signals improve the uniqueness of each problem (i.e., chances are reduced for the same two RSE values to have different zone locations). On the contrary, if all m signals are summed before computing the error [i.e., the j summation operation inside the round brackets of equation (1) or ], then the advantage of using multiple signals is lost.
Genetic Algorithm Implementation
Although implementing a simple genetic algorithm (SGA) is straightforward, the SGA performance depends on various strategies such as problem encoding, selection, and crossover. In the simulations performed in this study, the following major steps are involved:
1. Encode possible biological activity locations as binary strings.
2. Generate an initial random ensemble of strings (with a user defined bias, b i ) equal to the number of individuals in a population or population size (P N ).
3. Perform transport simulation for each individual by decoding the strings into zone locations.
4. Compute RSE for each individual by computing the difference between the observed (stored in a file) and computed output signals.
5. Select the individuals that perform best (those giving smaller RSE) using an appropriate selection strategy and mate the binary strings randomly (using an appropriate crossover strategy) to produce the next generation of individuals.
6. Repeat steps 3 -5 until convergence or up to a prescribed maximal number of generations. Convergence criteria can be defined in terms of the best performing individual (minimum RSE) or the average performance (average RSE) of the entire population.
7. If convergence is not achieved within the prescribed maximal number of generations, then either the zone locations for the best performing individual of all the generations or the probability distribution of the entire population at the end of simulation can be chosen as the optimal solution, as described in the Discussion section.
An SGA code, outlined by Goldberg (1989) , was employed. An implementation of the Goldberg code can be freely downloaded from the Carnegie Mellon University artificial intelligence repository (anonymous ftp site) under GNU license agreements. This code performs steps 1,2,5,6 as outlined above.
Step 5 in the SGA algorithm involves three basic operations: selection, crossover, and mutation. These operations are briefly described as follows.
Selection:
The selection operation selects a new pool of individuals (or population) for the next generation by eliminating poorly performing individuals using an appropriate strategy. The only selection strategy implemented in the original Goldberg SGA code is the roulette wheel selection (Goldberg 1989) . We made modifications to the SGA code to add other selection strategies such as tournament selection and rank selection. Of these strategies, tournament selection without replacement performed the best in preliminary experiments and hence was used as the selection strategy in subse-quent experiments. In tournament selection, two successive pairs of individuals are randomly drawn from the current population of individuals and the individuals with the higher fitness value (or lower RSE in our case) in each pair are selected for mating (crossover) to produce a new pair for the next generation. This process continues until the entire new population is full. Detailed descriptions of other selection strategies can be found in Goldberg (1989) and Davis (1991) .
Crossover: In the crossover operation, two individuals are randomly chosen at a time from the newly selected pool and mated according to a user defined probability, p c (crossover probability or rate), to produce new individuals for the next generation. The only crossover strategy in the original Goldberg SGA code is the simple single-point crossover (Goldberg 1989) . Three different crossover strategies were tested: (i) simple (single-point) (ii) multiple-point, and (iii) uniform. For most cases, simple crossover performed well, and for cases involving large number of sites, uniform crossover performed slightly better. Once the new pool of mating individuals is selected, simple crossover may proceed in two steps. First, the members of the newly produced strings in the mating pool are mated at random. Second, each pair of strings undergoes crossing over as follows: an integer position k along the string is selected uniformly at random between 1 and the string length less one [1, l-1] . Two new strings are created by swapping all characters between positions k+1 and l inclusively. In uniform crossover, multiple randomly chosen positions in the two bit strings are swapped. The number of positions swapped in uniform crossover depend on a user defined probability (usually 0.5). Readers are directed to Goldberg (1989) for further details.
Mutation:
In mutation, a few bits in each individual of the new generation are randomly flipped according to a user defined probability, p m (mutation probability or rate -usually very small). This operation is mainly performed to prevent premature convergence. The SGA code was also modified to progressively reduce the mutation rates of individuals who yielded RSEs smaller than a certain predefined threshold value (less than 10 -4 ). This modification was made to preserve exceptionally performing individuals in the population that could otherwise be destroyed by random mutation.
The SGA driver routine is called by the master code at the start of execution and the transport code is called by the SGA code in each generation to compute the RSE. The main inputs to the master code are: type of problem to be solved (e.g. zone problem or centroid problem), restart frequency, flag denoting whether the run is a restart, and number of parallel processors to be allocated for each individual's transport simulation. The main inputs to the SGA code are: number of individuals in a generation (population size), maximum number of generations, flags denoting the type of selection and crossover strategies, crossover and mutation rates (probabilities), length of bit strings, initial bias for the bit strings, and starting random seed for initial bit string generation. Most input parameters to the transport code are read from an input file. Some information such as the type of problem, number of parallel processors, and bit string information are passed from the master/SGA code. The main outputs from the master/SGA code are: maximum (worst), minimum (best), and average RSE for each generation (GA convergence history), bit strings for the best performing individual in each generation, and probability of hit for each point or zone in the problem domain. The probability of hit for a zone or point is computed as follows: number of individuals hitting a certain centroidal grid point or zone / total number of individuals in a generation. The probability estimates at each location are very important quantities describing the overall behavior of the population and will be more useful in realistic field problems (see Discussion section).
MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF FLOW AND TRANSPORT
The transport of methane and DO are described by the following partial differential equations that are comprised of two transport equations ( (2) and (4) given below) and three rate equations ( (3), (5), and (6) given below). The equations presented here are simplified versions of the more generalized multicomponent transport systems that are represented in the actual transport simulator (Mahinthakumar and Saied 1999). Methane and DO are assumed to only undergo biotransformation. The equation describing methane transport and reaction are In most of our test cases the velocity field (used in equations (2), (4), and (7)) is assumed to be uniform and constant in the mean direction of flow. For the test case involving heterogeneous hydraulic conductivity field, a flow simulator solving the steady state saturated groundwater flow equation and the Darcy's law are used to compute the velocity field (Freeze and Cherry, 1979) . In addition to the velocity field, the flow simulator also computes the nodal fluxes which is used for the third type boundary conditions in transport. The numerical solution to the above equations is described as follows.
Numerical Solution
Equations (2), and (4) are discretized using the Galerkin finite element method with 8-node linear hexahedral elements. The Crank-Nicolson approximation (central finite-difference) is employed for the time derivative terms in equations (2) and (4). A lumped mass formulation is used for all time-derivative and non-derivative (zeroth spatial derivative) terms. The coupled non-linear equations, (2) and (4), are solved using a sequential iterative algorithm (SIA) (e.g. Yeh and Tripathi 1989) . A slight modification of this algorithm was adopted in which a semi-explicit method is used to linearize and decouple the descretized algebraic system from (2) and (4). We have found that this modification gives superior convergence behavior relative to the standard SIA. Iterations are performed until the fully coupled system is satisfied. In each iteration, a full matrix solve is performed for the linear system arising from equations (2) or (4) using the BiCG-STAB iterative solver (Saad 1996) . The numerical solutions were verified with the solutions obtained by McCarty (1991 and 1992) for onedimensional systems.
Parallel Implementation
The transport simulator is parallelized using a two-dimensional domain decomposition (in the x and y directions) that employs explicit message passing to exchange information between domains (Saied and Mahinthakumar 1998) . The message passing interface (MPI) communication library (Gropp et al. 1994 ) is used for the message passing. This code has been tested on a variety of parallel architectures (Mahinthakumar and Saied 1999) , but in this study the Intel Paragon supercomputers at ORNL were exclusively used. By nature this code is a data parallel code and in order to do the large number of GA simulations, simple task parallelism was built into this code. To minimize extensive code modifications a master-slave (or manager-worker) approach was adopted to perform the multi-tasking operations (e.g. Gropp et al., 1994 ).
An example of the parallel computing layout is shown in Fig. 1 . A scenario is depicted that uses a population size of 128 per generation using 512 compute nodes (4 nodes per transport simulation) of the Intel Paragon. The computationally trivial SGA code is executed on one of the service nodes of the Paragon and the compute nodes are used for the computationally demanding transport simulations. The current version of MPI does not support the spawn command where a code executable can be loaded on multiple nodes of a parallel machine from a user program. The Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) library (Giest et al., 1994) was used for loading the transport code on the compute partition from the master SGA code. The bit strings for each individual are also transmitted via the PVM send command from the master SGA code to the transport code. Once the transport code is loaded and the bit strings for all the individuals are received, the MPI communication library (much more efficient on massively parallel architectures than PVM) takes over. All subsequent communications are performed using MPI group operations. Transport simulation for each individual is then assigned to a group of nodes (typically 4) by MPI. The data parallel communications within each group is facilitated by the MPI group communicators. Once all the groups complete their transport simulations, the computed RSEs are transmitted back to the master SGA code using PVM. The average computation time taken for each transport simulation in most test cases is about 500 seconds on 4 processors of the Intel Paragon. Using the parallel environment described above, the transport simulations take about 650 seconds for an entire generation with 128 individuals (128 transport simulations) using 512 processors in one sweep. Most of the additional 150 seconds are PVM spawn and clear operation overheads. The SGA code operations take less than 10 seconds per generation for most simulations. A 50 generation simulation takes about 9 hours on 512 processors of the Intel Paragon. All runs were performed using the overnight and weekend batch queues on the 512 processor XPS/35 and 1024 processor XPS/150 Intel Paragons at ORNL. A restart option was included in the 'master' code so that the simulation could be restarted from the last completed generation.
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SIMULATION SETUP
This section describes the model problem setup that is common to all test scenarios. The biostimulation scenario described by McCarty (1991 and 1992) was used for this analysis with the exception of boundary conditions and model geometry. Their manuscript provides a complete model with parameter values and describes the methantropic transformation of trichloroethylene via cometabolism. Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram (top view) of the simulation setup and Table 1 lists model parameters common to all cases. For all test problems, a fixed rectangular domain is used with a uniform grid spacing in all three directions. The total number of grid nodes is 17391 with three degrees of freedom per node, one each for methane, DO, and biomass. However, matrix solution is required only for the transporting components, methane and DO. The methane and DO are continuously injected (also referred to as input signals) at nine grid nodes (except for one case in the heterogeneous scenario to be described later) of the upstream face of the domain using a thirdtype boundary condition. The injection rate at every node point (nodal fluxes) on the upstream face is computed from the velocity field so that mass flux is conserved. The nine injection and sampling locations are grid nodes approximately uniformly distributed at the upstream and downstream faces of the domain respectively. The concentrations of these signals are varied according to periodic wave functions (a sine wave for methane and a cosine wave for DO) using a fixed frequency (see Table 1 ). Our reason for using periodic signals as opposed to single pulse or constant continuous signals comes from a separate analysis (not presented here) in which we compared various tracer injection strategies for subsurface zone identification problems. These analyses show that periodic signals perform better than conventional signals for certain problems due to their increased sensitivity to kinetically reactive zones. Smooth periodically varying signals such as a sine wave can also be separated easily from unbiased background noise. The output signals are observed at the vertical downstream face at nine grid nodes directly across from the injection nodes; that is, the y and z coordinates for the observation points at the downstream end are same as those for the injection points at the upstream end. Example input and output methane concentration signals are shown in Fig. 3 
BIOMASS LOCATIONS
SIMULATION RESULTS
Results of the GA simulations are presented here for several scenarios. Three classes of problems are tested: (a) BAZ centroid identification in uniform flow field, (b) BAZ zone identification in uniform flow field, and (c) BAZ zone identification in heterogeneous flow field. Slightly different crossover (0.25 to 0.35) and mutation probabilities (0.01 to 0.05) were used for each scenario. Preliminary tests indicated that moderate deviations from these values did not cause appreciable differences in the GA performance. All cases were tested with at least three starting random seeds. Testing each case with more than one random seed is also an important check for the uniqueness of the solution. For all the cases, the GA population converged to the same solution (convergence rate was affected slightly) regardless of the starting seed. In the results presented in the following sections, only the convergence history for one starting random seed is shown (median performing seed).
Centroid Identification Problems
In the centroid identification problems centroids of BAZ are located using methane breakthrough curves. Two cases were tested: (a) single BAZ, and (b) three BAZ. The GA population is also provided with the size and number of BAZ apriori. Note that the number of BAZ is generally not known in field situations. However, the centroid identification problem is purely an initial test of GA performance for these types of problems and is not intended to represent field conditions. For both cases a uniform flow field (homogeneous) is employed with a constant velocity of 1 m/d in the x-direction.
(a) Locating a Single BAZ Centroid
This is the simplest of all problems tested. GA population should locate the centroid of a single BAZ given its shape (rectangular) and size (2 m x 1.2 m x 0.8 m or 10 x 6 x 4 in grid dimensions). This location can be any one of the 17391 (= 51 x 31 x 11) grid points in the problem domain. Observed methane signals were precomputed for an arbitrarily located BAZ with centroid x = 2.6 m, y = 1.4 m, and z = 1.6 m (grid indices x = 14, y = 8, and z = 9). The unknown BAZ centroid is coded as a 15 bit binary string with 6 , 5, and 4 bits for each of the x, y, and, z indices respectively. These are the small-est binary strings that could be used for the 51 The SGA code uses binary representations in its computations while the transport code uses decimal representations. The binary bit string that is passed into the transport code is decoded into x, y, and z locations (specified by grid indices) by simply converting each binary representation into decimal numbers with an appropriate scaling. For this problem, a population size of 64 ( population size = number of individuals in each GA generation) was employed. The exact solution for this problem was found after 4 generations (just 256 transport simulations to find 1 out of 17391 possibilities!) and all the individuals converged to the true solution after 18 generations (Fig. 5) . 
(b) Locating Three BAZ Centroids
In this case three BAZ centroids must be located. The problem setup is the same as the single BAZ problem. The problem is encoded using a 45 bit binary string. This is similar to the encoding used in the single-site problem shown in Fig. 4 with 15 bits for each location for a total of 45 bits. In this case the number individuals per generation is 128 (a rule of thumb in binary encoded GA is to use a population size that is roughly 3 times the length of the bit string). The centroids of these BAZ are located at grid indices (14, 16, 6) , (25,24,9), and (37,8,3) . Again, there are 17391 possible sites. Using simple combinatorial analysis (Speigel, 1975) we can see that this turns out to be 17391 C 3 = (17391r 17390r 17389)/(1r 2r 3) = 8.76 q 10 11 possibilities!. For this case GA found the true solution at 30 generations and all the individuals converged to this solution in just 45 generations (Fig. 5) . The solution was found using just 5760 transport simulations (about 65 million times faster than the average scenario in arbitrary random searching) from almost 1 trillion possibilities!. Each generation takes approximately 650 seconds to execute on 512 processors of the Intel Paragon for a total computing time of about 9 hours for the 50 generations. It is clear that even with massively parallel facilities, the identification of BAZ using a random search approach would prove too difficult. Fig. 6 illustrates the GA convergence pattern for the above case. The semi transparent green gridded regions denote the true BAZ. The particles (small spheres) are the individuals that are trying to locate the BAZ centroids. The colors of the particles denote the probability of a given location (red denotes highest probability and light blue denotes low probability). The probabilities are computed by dividing the number of individuals hitting a location (total number of particles at that location) by the total number of individuals in the generation. For example, if 100 of the 128 individuals point to a certain grid location then the probability at this location is 100/128 = 0.78. All the individuals converged to the true centroidal locations after 45 generations.
FIG. 6. Schematic frames of GA convergence pattern for the three-centroid identification problem Zone Identification Problems
The zone identification problems are more representative of the field situation as we usually want to identify biologically active subregions of a site. The 10m s 6m s 2m domain was divided into 36 rectangular zones (4 s 3 s 3 decomposition numbered in the x-fastest order) of possible biological activity. For example, a zone at x = 1, y = 2, z = 2 would correspond to a zone number of 17 (=1+(2-1)*4+(2-1)*3*4). Our aim is to find out which of these zones are truly active from the observed methane output breakthrough curves. The length of binary bit string for GA encoding is 36, one for each zone. If the bit is 1 for a specific location then the zone is active and if it is 0 then it is inactive.
Two cases are examined: (a) three arbitrary zones, and (b) ten arbitrary zones in the true case (or reference case). The bias (b i ) for the initial bit strings was chosen based on the assumption that we have some prior knowledge about the percentage of zones that are active. For both cases a uniform flow field was used with a constant velocity of 1 m/d in the x-direction. All other parameters are same as those given in Table 1 unless otherwise explicitly stated.
(a) Three BAZ
For the reference case three arbitrary zones were chosen with numbers 17 (x = 1, y = 2, z = 2), 20 (x = 4, y = 2, z = 2), and 34 (x = 2, y = 3, z = 3). Fig. 7 depicts convergence of GA for this problem. First a bias (b i ) of 0.2 is assumed for the initial bit string generation which is higher than the actual fraction of zones that are truly active (3/36 = 0.08). This is based on the assumption that the exact number of active BAZ is unknown although some information may be available. The convergence can be dramatically improved by choosing a bias of 0.1 which is closer to the true value (Fig. 7) . 
(b) Ten BAZ
This problem is much more difficult than the previous case because the GA is attempting to find 10 active sites out of a possible 36. Even if the number of active sites is known, elementary combinatorial analysis (Speigel 1975) shows that there are 36 P 10,26 = 36!/(10!t 26!) = 2.5 u 10 8 possibilities! The arbitrarily chosen BAZ in the reference case are zone numbers 1, 2, 5, 7, 10, 14, 18, 19, 25, and 32 . The results of GA convergence for this case is shown in Fig. 8 . The exact solution is found by the best individual in about 62 generations, and the entire population converges to the true solution in about 70 generations. A bias of 0.3 for the initial population was assumed which is roughly close to the actual fraction of sites that are truly active (10/36 = 0.28). In the real field situations this information may not generally be known. The number of possibilities without prior knowledge of the total BAZ is 2 36 = 6.9 x 10 10 . If this is the case, then a bias of 0.5 (unbiased) would be assumed. Our tests indicated (convergence history not shown here) that GA required approximately 130 generations to converge for this case if an initial bias of 0.5 is assumed. 
Zone Identification in a Heterogeneous Flow Field
In all the previous cases, a uniform flow field (a constant velocity of 1 m/d in the x direction) was employed. However, in realistic situations the velocity field can be highly nonuniform. This case was tested by generating a hypothetical nonuniform flow field by solving the steady state saturated flow equation with a randomly heterogeneous conductivity field (K-field). The lognormally distributed K-field was generated using the 3D turning bands algorithm (Tompson et al. 1989) . A mean of 1.0 m/d, a variance of 1.0 (i.e., logK = N[0,1]) and an isotropic correlation length of 5 m was used. For the flow solution, fixed head boundary conditions are used at the x = 0 (upstream) and x = 10 m (downstream) faces with no flow boundaries elsewhere. Such a setup produces a mean flow direction similar to the uniform flow cases. A major difficulty for deterministic methods such as GA in a heterogeneous situation is to ensure that the signals adequately sample the region being interrogated. One way to improve this situation is to inject the input signals across the entire upstream boundary face. However, in real field situations this may not be possible. Therefore, two cases are investigated: one case using the entire upstream face for injection and the other case using the nine fixed injection locations as before. Analyzing these two cases would give us information about how GA performance is affected by the amount of information carried by the signals. In both cases, the three BAZ problem analyzed in the previous section was employed.
(a) Distributed Injection Across Entire Upstream Face
In the first case, Methane and DO are injected as a distributed source signal (with the same periodic properties as before) along the entire upstream face and the output signals are observed at the same nine point locations as before. The GA convergence history is shown in Fig. 9 . The true solution is found in 16 generations and the entire population converges to the true solution in 29 generations. Comparing these results to the homogeneous case (with bias=0.1) shown in Fig. 7 (the entire population converged in 23 generations), the GA performance is not overly affected by the heterogeneous flow field. When the signals are applied over the entire face (compared with point injection), the chances of the output signals containing information about the regions of interest are much higher even though the output signals are observed only at fixed point locations.
(b) Injection at Fixed Points
This situation is more representative of the field situation where it is virtually impossible to inject methane and DO (input signals) across an entire upstream face or measure breakthroughs (output signals) across the entire downstream face. However, in this scenario the signals may not effectively sample the locations of interest or the detected signals at the downstream end may be too weak to be of any use. This situation should generally worsen with increased heterogeneity. In this second case, the signals are injected at the nine fixed points on the upstream face as was done for the homogeneous cases. The GA convergence history for this case (also shown in Fig. 9 ) implies that the convergence is much slower than the full injection case. This is primarily due to one of the following reasons: the input signals do not strongly sample the regions of interest or the output signals observed at the nine fixed points at the downstream end are too weak. However, this problem is not unique to GA and would apply to any inverse method which relies on information carried by observed tracer signals. 
DISCUSSION
All the scenarios examined in this paper are hypothetical where the actual BAZ locations were known. In every single scenario, GA found the exact BAZ locations with varying degrees of convergence. In real field situations, we do not generally know where the actual BAZ are, even though we may have output signals corresponding to these locations. The observed output signals in real field situations are analogous to the precomputed reference signals used for the hypothetical scenarios examined here. In real field situations we may not expect GA to find the exact solution (RSE will not be exactly zero) although a very good approximation may be computed (RSE is sufficiently small). In these situations we can run GA to a prescribed maximum number of generations (a good rule of thumb is to use 3-4 times the length of the bit string) for at least three different starting random seeds. From these runs, we can use either of the following to determine good estimates of the true solution: (1) if the entire population appears to converge (or level out) to an average RSE (for all starting random seeds) then the probabilities of each location (described earlier) provide an indication of the likelihood of BAZ; or (2) if a best individual is found regardless of the starting random seed then this individual might serve as a good estimate of the solution. Option (1) can best be used by comparing 3D probability distributions (probability of BAZ at each point or subregion of the domain) at the end of a GA run for each random seed. These distributions should be approximately similar regardless of the starting random seed. Option (2) should be used with caution because there is no guaranty of uniqueness especially when a single individual is used as the solution.
A key point that is stressed is that for all problems tested, only a relatively few sampling locations (nine downstream locations) were employed and yet the GA arrived at the true solutions. We compare this with the stochastic inverse methodology experiments performed by James et al. (1997) where they used 72 sampling points (spanning the entire domain) and an entire upstream face for injection to identify random DNAPL distribution from hypothetical partitioning tracer experiment observations. The stochastic inverse methodology might be more suited for the problem investigated by James et al. (1997) where random DNAPL distributions were sought instead of distinct zones. The GA methodology presented here may be more appropriate if DNAPL are present as distinct pools.
Even though very simple scenarios have been used, with only BAZ locations as the unknowns, the same methodology may be applied to more complex situations where BAZ locations, BAZ size, and BAZ activity level are unknown. In these cases the bit strings may be encoded to contain information about all three quantities. This problem is more difficult, and the efficiency of SGA in these situations remains to be tested. Furthermore, in real field situations there may be other quantities such as hydraulic conductivity or reaction parameters, which are unknown or uncertain. If multiple types of tracer signals are used, then SGA can be used in an incremental fashion to determine some of these parameters. For example, nonreactive tracer signals can be used to determine hydraulic conductivity heterogeneity in the first run of GA, and BAZ can be determined with biostimulant tracers in the subsequent run. Some parameters such as kinetic and stoichiometric coefficients can also be evaluated from batch or column experiments.
It should also be noted that our tests were performed with binary encoded simple GA which is adequate for the zone identification problems tested here. Different variations of GA methods (e.g. real encoded GA, gray encoded GA, messy GA etc.) may be employed under more complex situations. For example, if biological activity level at each grid point in the domain is required then real encoded GA (where an array of real numbers are used to encode this information) may be applied.
CONCLUSIONS
We have tested the applicability of SGA for multiple BAZ identification problems using hypothetical scenarios. Even though we have used a simple genetic algorithm with binary encoding of bit strings the results have been very good. For all the scenarios tested, crossover probabilities of 0.25 to 0.35, mutation rates of 0.01 to 0.05, and initial biases based on known information worked well. Performance of GA for heterogeneous flow field is almost as good as the homogeneous case if we can force the signals to sample all the zones of interest in the heterogeneous case (i.e., by injecting across the entire upstream face). The GA methodology presented here could be extended to real field situations simply by replacing the precomputed output signals with observed output signals. Information about size and number of possible BAZ may be incorporated to constrain the search space and thus simplifying the problem (essentially reducing the size of the bit strings). This method could also be extended to a number of other subsurface detection problems such as detection of DNAPL pools using partitioning tracers and elucidation of geologic subsurface heterogeneity using nonreactive tracers. Our primary conclusion is that GA can be an efficient technique for multiple BAZ identification problems under the following conditions: adequate sampling of the domain by the signals (addressed through multiple signals), sensitivity of signals to BAZ (addressed through periodically varying signals), ability to encode the problem in short bit strings either by known information or by approximation (e.g., presence of BAZ in a moderate number of large distinct zones), and efficient evaluation of the objective function (addressed through parallel computing). 
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The following symbols are used in this paper 
